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the internet of things: making sense of the next mega-trend - september 3, 2014 goldman sachs global
investment research 3 key verticals of adoption by definition, the internet of things has enormous breadth that
can be difficult to get one’s arms around. welcome to accordia life! - org corp - global atlantic is pleased to
announce the new name for our life insurance business will be accordia life. our new company name speaks to
the value we place on strong relationships investor group completes acquisition of talcott resolution ...
- trb advisors lp is a global direct investment business that seeks superior risk-adjusted returns across asset
classes through a long-term, patient and flexible investment mandate. citron publishes the smoking gun
on ligand pharmaceuticals - 04 while ligand has managed to generate some consistent royalties, they are
mainly generated from just four approved drugs with one accounting for over 75% of royalties though it men
as allies: engaging men to advance women in the workplace - prepared by center for women and
business at bentley university men as allies: engaging men to advance women in the workplace a curated
research report top 100 grad uate employers - highfliers - w hen the times top 100 graduate employers
was first published in 1999, its aim was to help university students understand the increasingly complex
graduate job market and identify the country s most sought-after graduate
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